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Although it is now relatively well understood how sequence defines and

impacts global protein stability in specific structural contexts, the question

of how sequence modulates the configurational landscape of proteins

remains to be defined. Protein configurational equilibria are generally

characterized by using various chemical denaturants or by changing temp-

erature or pH. Another thermodynamic parameter which is less often used

in such studies is high hydrostatic pressure. This review discusses the basis

for pressure effects on protein structure and stability, and describes how the

unique mechanisms of pressure-induced unfolding can provide unique

insights into protein conformational landscapes.
1. Introduction
In recent years, advances in experimental and computational methods for the

investigation of protein folding, including single molecule methods, ultra-fast

perturbation and detection approaches, individual residue observation and

improvements in all atom and coarse-grained simulation methods, have

greatly expanded and deepened our understanding of protein folding mech-

anisms and the effects of environmental factors on folding landscapes. Of

particular interest in the field is how folding landscapes have been shaped

by evolution. Beyond global stability and native state structure, sequences

must be optimized for all aspects of protein homeostasis such as turnover,

dynamics, conformational heterogeneity and higher-order interactions, all

of which impact protein function. Insight into how sequence alters folding

landscapes, and not simply the folded state stability, will contribute to

understanding how life has evolved to thrive in extreme environments

on Earth, and perhaps elsewhere. Such insight would also be of great practi-

cal use in the design or modification of proteins for biotechnological or

biopharmaceutical applications.

Two current, and not necessarily contradictory, points of view concern the

nature of folding landscapes. On the one hand, it is postulated that these land-

scapes are rather simple, with well-defined folding pathways based on the

stability of intrinsic structural units, or foldons [1–3]. On the other hand,

many studies have revealed that protein folding landscapes can be rich and

complex ([4] and references therein). Both of these points of view were derived

from the advanced approaches noted above. While seemingly in opposition,

these two viewpoints may be reconciled, as observed folding mechanisms are

likely to depend upon a number of factors. These include the exact sequence

of the protein under investigation, the observables employed to monitor its be-

haviour and the method employed to perturb the folded structure. As concerns

perturbation methods, most protein folding studies have relied on chemical

denaturants, although temperature and force [5] are also used. Another thermo-

dynamic variable, not widely employed, yet that also leads to the unfolding of

proteins, is high hydrostatic pressure. This review explores the unique conse-

quences of pressure on protein stability and the unique insights into folding

landscapes that pressure can provide.
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Figure 1. Protein volumetric properties. (a) Schematic depicting the fact that the volume of a molar solution of folded protein is larger than that of a solution of
unfolded protein. This is the case at atmospheric pressure. (b) Schematic of the temperature dependence of the volume of a protein folded state and unfolded state.
Arrows depict the difference between the two as the volume of the folded state minus the volume of the unfolded state. (c) Schematic of how the difference in
volume between the folded and unfolded states of a protein, DVu, changes with temperature. (Online version in colour.)
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2. Mechanism of pressure denaturation of
proteins

Over 100 years ago in 1914, Percy Bridgman, recipient of the

1946 Nobel Prize in Physics for his high-pressure (HP) work,

published a short article in the Journal of Biological Chemistry
in which he reported that the application of pressure resulted

in the coagulation of albumin from egg white [6].
If the white of an egg is subjected to hydrostatic pressure at room
temperature, it becomes coagulated, presenting an appearance
much like that of a hard boiled egg. . . .At room temperature
(20 degrees) the limits of pressure necessary to produce the
coagulation were fairly well marked. A pressure of 5000 atmos-
pheres (75 000 pounds per square inch) applied for thirty
minutes produced a perceptible stiffening of the white, but
little more; 6000 atmospheres for thirty minutes produced a
coagulation in appearance like curdled milk; while 7000 for
thirty minutes resulted in apparently complete coagulation, the
white being capable of standing under its own weight.
Over the next century, particularly beginning after World

War II, several groups investigated pressure-induced unfold-

ing of monomeric proteins or dissociation of protein

oligomers ([7,8] and references therein), yet the mechanism

by which pressure leads to protein denaturation remained

hotly debated.

Obviously, if pressure results in the unfolding of proteins,

the molar volume of the unfolded state must be smaller than

that of the folded state (figure 1a). This difference in molar

volume is referred to as DVu, the volume change of
unfolding. This quantity is generally rather independent of

the pressure at which the protein unfolds. Indeed, volume

changes of unfolding extracted from HP spectroscopic

studies, typically carried out in the 1000–5000 bar pressure

range, have been found to be compatible with those obtained

from pressure perturbation calorimetry (PPC), in which a

pressure of only five bar (approx. five atmosphere) is used

[9–11]. The fact that DVu is pressure independent indicates

that the difference in compressibility between the folded

state and the unfolded state is negligible. It also means that

the effects of pressure on the solvent (water), at least at

pressures below 5000 bar, do not contribute significantly to

the phenomenon, as these effects would necessarily be

pressure-dependent. Simply stated, the volume difference

between folded states of proteins and unfolded (and other)

states exists at atmospheric pressure. According to Le

Chatelier’s principle, pressure shifts the equilibrium toward

the state(s) that occupies the smallest volume so as to

minimize the perturbation.

The question then becomes, why is the molar volume of

the unfolded state smaller than that of the folded state? To

address this question, one must consider what makes up

the molar volume of proteins in aqueous solution, and sec-

ondly what may change between the folded and unfolded

states. Protein molar volume is made up of the van der

Waals volume of the protein atoms, which is invariant with

the conformational state of the protein, and the volume of

the interacting water molecules. More solvent molecules
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interact with the increased accessible surface area (ASA) of

the protein exposed upon unfolding, DASA. If the density

of the interacting solvent molecules is different from that of

bulk molecules, this could contribute to the difference in

molar volume between the folded and unfolded states. The

sign and magnitude of this effect for the hydration of polar

and apolar protein surfaces remains under debate. PPC

measurements suggest that solvation of polar surfaces may

increase solvent density (decrease volume) relative to the

bulk, whereas solvation of apolar surfaces may result in a

decrease in density (increase in volume) [12,13]. These effects

appear to be largest at low temperature, and being of oppo-

site sign, may largely cancel out. Alternatively, it has been

proposed based on gas- to liquid-phase transfer and compu-

tational studies on protein solvation that both apolar and

polar solvation leads to an increase in volume [14–16].

Finally, folded proteins are very well packed [17]. How-

ever, they are not perfectly packed. There exist within

folded protein structures, small packing defects of varying

sizes and shapes [18], which are often devoid of solvent

[19,20]. Upon unfolding, these solvent excluded voids are lar-

gely eliminated, necessarily decreasing the molar volume.

The magnitude of this effect is difficult to ascertain, as deter-

mination of cavity volume generally relies on the use of a

probe of a particular size to evaluate protein interior voids.

Typical software packages recommend the use of a probe

with a 1.4 Å radius (i.e. a water molecule; see the discussion

in [14]). However, internal void volumes usually do not exhi-

bit the size or shape required to accommodate a water

molecule, and hence calculations based on this approach

reveal only the largest internal cavities. Makhatadze and

co-workers, using a probe size of 0.04 Å, estimated the

decrease in void volume between the folded and unfolded

states of proteins to be quite large. Moreover, they posit

that this large decrease in volume is largely offset by the

increased hydration volume, leading to a small decrease

(approx. 7%) in total molar volume upon unfolding [16].

Whether polar and apolar hydration contributions offset

each other, or whether large contributions from hydration

offset an even larger negative contribution from elimination

of void volume as suggested by Chen & Makhatadze [14,16],

the result is that elimination of internal solvent excluded

void volume represents the only major factor favouring

pressure-induced unfolding. Indeed, it has been demonstrated

that changing the amount of void volume in a protein signifi-

cantly changes the DVu value [21,22], while changing the size

of a protein, which changes the DASA, does not [23]. Thus,

while a number of theoretical studies provide evidence for

differences in density between bulk water and water at protein

surfaces [24–26], the fact that experimentally, the volume

change of unfolding is not correlated with protein size, and

thus the amount of exposed surface area demonstrates that

these density differences do not contribute significantly to

pressure denaturation of proteins.
3. Protein stability in the P-T plane
The volume changes of unfolding of proteins have generally

been found to be negative, i.e. pressure will favour the

unfolded state [8]. However, the observation that the DVu

could take on positive values, particularly at high tempera-

ture [27,28], greatly confused the interpretation of volume
changes associated with protein folding. Indeed, DVu is

strongly dependent on temperature, increasing as tempera-

ture increases and eventually becoming positive. This and

the large increase in heat capacity upon unfolding, DCp,

leads to the well-known elliptical phase diagram for protein

stability in the P-T plane [27–29]. Most HP unfolding exper-

iments had been performed around room temperature where

proteins generally populate the folded state, which explains

the preponderance of negative values for DVu found in the lit-

erature [8]. The temperature-dependent decrease in the

magnitude of DVu arises because the thermal expansivity of

the unfolded states of proteins is generally larger than that

of folded states (figure 1b,c). This difference in thermal expan-

sivity, Dau, can be ascribed, at least in part, to the greater

degree of hydration of unfolded proteins, and supports

Makhatadze’s model in which the hydration contribution to

volume changes is always positive [15]. However, the ener-

getic constraints of folded protein structures also limit their

thermal expansion, likewise contributing to the amplitude

of Dau [30,31]. Interestingly, a correlation was observed

between the number of strong hydrogen bonds, determined

by the temperature-dependence chemical shifts of the back-

bone amide NMR resonances for of a series of cavity

containing variants of a hyperstable mutant (D þ PHS) of sta-

phylococcal nuclease (Snase) and the thermal expansivity of

their folded states [31].
4. On the importance of observables
Key to capturing the complexity of protein folding landscapes

is the use of multiple observable parameters to monitor differ-

ent and complementary aspects of protein structure. The

challenge over the years, now largely met, has been to adapt

state-of-the-art biophysical instrumentation for use at high

hydrostatic pressure. Below are presented a number of tech-

niques for which HP instrumentation is available. For many

years, HP biophysics was a tinkerer’s (and plumber’s) world.

However, today commercial HP cells and generating systems

are available or are coming online for most of the techniques

highlighted below. Progress can yet be made in extending

the pressure ranges of the HP cells used, but HP biophysical

measurements are now largely routine.

Circular dichroism (CD) and tryptophan fluorescence are

among the most commonly used techniques. The former is

based on differential absorption of left- and right-handed cir-

cularly polarized UV–Vis light. CD measurements in the

range of 180–230 nm correspond to absorption by peptide

bonds and provide a measure of global backbone secondary

structural content. At higher wavelengths near UV, CD can

provide information about changes in the tertiary packing

of aromatic residues. Infrared absorption in the range of pep-

tide bond vibrational frequencies is another spectroscopic

approach that can inform on protein secondary structural

content. While CD presents very characteristic signals for

a-helix, IR absorption shows very clear peaks for b-structure,

although both types of secondary structure, and lack thereof,

can be discerned with both techniques. Both CD and IR

(usually Fourier transform or FTIR) are composite variables,

in that they are the result of the contributions from all peptide

bonds in the protein. In terms of their application to HP, for

many years only HP FTIR [32], based on the use of diamond

anvil cells, was more practical due to birefringence issues in

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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CD. However, recently a HP CD sample holder was devel-

oped based on MgF2 windows [33]. Also routinely used for

many years in HP studies on proteins is UV–Vis absorption

of aromatic residues [27,28,34]. UV–Vis absorption spec-

troscopy provides another composite parameter to describe

changes in protein tertiary structure.

Tryptophan fluorescence is in principle, a local probe,

although for proteins that contain more than one tryptophan

residue, the composite fluorescence signal will contain

information concerning the regions around all tryptophan resi-

dues in the protein. Tryptophan intensity generally changes

upon unfolding (most often it is quenched, but not always)

[35]. In addition, tryptophan residues are often found either

partially or completely buried in the hydrophobic interior of

proteins, in which case their emission will shift red upon

unfolding due to solvent relaxation. Note that the relative indi-

vidual contributions of different tryptophan residues to the

overall fluorescence signal depend on their quantum yields

and the changes therein upon unfolding [36]. It should be

noted as well that tryptophan fluorescence properties are

exquisitely sensitive to the polarity and hydration of the

environment, such that even distant structural perturbations

can have local consequences that are detected via tryptophan

fluorescence. HP fluorescence studies of protein folding and

interactions have been carried out for over 50 years [37],

and commercial instrumentation is available (ISS, Inc. Cham-

paign, IL). HP phosphorescence of proteins has been used to

derive pressure-dependent dynamic information [38].

Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET), another fluor-

escence approach, has also often been used to study protein

folding. FRET yields distances and changes therein in the

range of 10–100 Å, depending on the dyes used. One HP

bulk FRET study concerning the coupled dissociation/

unfolding of triose phosphate isomerase has been published

[39]. Another study based on triplet–triplet energy transfer

revealed a lower volume unlocked state intermediate of the

model protein, tendamistat [40]. Most recent studies using

FRET to monitor biomolecular conformational transitions

involves single molecule (sm)FRET. To our knowledge,

there are only two published studies to date of biomolecular

folding based on smFRET under HP, one HP smFRET study

on DNA hairpin formation [41] and the other on protein fold-

ing, both using a capillary system similar to that previously

described for use in HP fluorescence correlation measure-

ments [42]. Progress can still be made in rendering the HP

capillary system more reliable and easier to use. Nonetheless,

we expect that more and more HP single molecule fluor-

escence studies smFRET, FCS, Number and Brightness, etc.

both in vitro and in vivo will be carried out in the near future.

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a low-resolution struc-

tural technique applied on biomolecular (and other) solutions.

From the scattering intensity profiles as a function of momen-

tum transfer (scattering angle) the molecular size and shape of

biomolecules can be inferred. Globular proteins, which exhibit

roughly spherical shapes in their folded state, populate more

or less extended conformations in their unfolded states,

depending upon their sequence and conditions [43,44].

HP synchrotron-based SAXS studies have been used to deter-

mine the radius of gyration of pressure-unfolded states of

proteins [45–49].

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provides a host of

observables that report on protein structure and dynamics.

It was recognized nearly 50 years ago, that if appropriate
instrumentation could be developed, HP NMR could yield

a wealth of information about pressure effects on protein

structure, stability and dynamics [50–58]. For a review of

HP protein NMR, see [59,60] and references therein. The

recent design of ceramic HP NMR cells [61–63] and their

commercialization (Daedalus, Inc) has expanded the use of

HP NMR [22,64–67], which is now routine. Virtually any

modern multi-dimensional NMR experiment can now be

routinely performed under pressure. HP EPR has also been

developed and applied to the study of proteins [68].
5. Unique mechanisms of pressure perturbation
versus chemical denaturation

It is now clearly established that the main contributing factor

to the decrease in volume between the folded and unfolded

states of proteins is the existence in folded protein structures

of solvent excluded void volumes that are eliminated upon

unfolding. Hence pressure effects on any given protein are

due to very specific characteristics of its folded state, i.e. its

internal packing density and pattern. This is in contrast to

the efficacy of chemical denaturation, the so-called m-value ¼
dDGu/d[denaturant], as well as the second-order term in the

temperature dependence of protein stability, the heat capacity

change, DCp, both of which are determined by the DASA, an

unfolded state property and simply a function of the size of

the protein [69]. Moreover, because void volumes are non-

uniformly distributed throughout folded protein structures,

protein homologues of the same size and structure can

have very different volumetric properties, and hence sensi-

tivity to pressure perturbation, while their folding m-values

in chemical denaturation will be the same, provided their

folding is two-state.

To be sure, the underlying energetic architecture of the

protein will strongly influence its response to any denaturing

perturbation. However, the consequence of the distinct mech-

anisms for pressure-induced unfolding as opposed to

denaturant-induced unfolding is that pressure, based on

local properties of the folded state, will not necessarily lead

to the same unfolding behaviour as urea, based on a global

property of the unfolded state. For example, the degree of

population of intermediates, the structural, energetic and

dynamic properties of the unfolded state ensemble, and con-

ceivably even the folding pathway(s) can differ between

pressure and chemical denaturation. We do not suggest that

these differences between denaturing mechanisms and out-

comes make pressure a better method than chemical

perturbation for studying protein folding. Nor is it any

worse. It is simply different. As such, comparison of the

results of pressure denaturation with those obtained using

chemical denaturants (as well as heat and cold, acid and

force) allow a more complete exploration of protein folding

landscapes. As is often the case, the results obtained using

multiple approaches generally reveal more complexity in

any system, than observed if a single approach is used.
6. Model systems for understanding and
exploiting high-pressure effects on proteins

Snase has served for many years as a model system for

understanding pressure effects on protein folding. One

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Model protein systems. (a) Staphylococcal nuclease [76]. The grey
spheres represent the internal void volume detected using Hollow and a 1.1 A
probe [78]. (b) The ankyrin repeat domain of the Notch receptor (Nank) [79].
Each ankyrin repeat is coloured a different colour in rainbow order from N- to
C-terminus. (c) The leucine-rich repeat domain of the Anp32 tumour suppres-
sor protein ( pp32) [80]. The N-terminal capping motif is coloured yellow, the
C-terminal capping motif is coloured cyan, and repeats 1 – 5 are coloured red,
green, blue, purple and orange, respectively. All protein structures were
rendered using PyMol [81]. (Online version in colour.)
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distinct advantage of Snase for HP unfolding experiments

was the fact that it could be purified in very large quantities,

and that because of its electrostatic characteristics, could be

studied at relatively high concentrations without suffering

from aggregation. Moreover, the unfolding of Snase and a

large number of mutants by pH, denaturant and temperature

was well established (e.g. [70–74]). A large number of struc-

tures of Snase were available [75–77], too many at present to

enumerate (figure 2a).

We have also used repeat proteins as model systems for

understanding pressure effects on proteins, as well as for

exploring protein folding landscapes using pressure pertur-

bation. Thanks to their linear architecture, devoid of

sequence distant contacts, these proteins are well-suited for

testing the effects of size on volumetric properties, as the

number of repeats can be manipulated. The linear nature of

their folds also provides a simplified backdrop for interpret-

ing the relationships between local and global stability and

folding cooperativity. For the two protein systems we have

studied, the Ankyrin repeat domain of the Notch protein

(Nank) (figure 2b) and the leucine-rich repeat domain of

the Anp32 protein (pp32) (figure 2c), an extremely solid

characterization of their unfolding by chemical denaturants

had been established prior to the pressure studies [82–85].

Using the model systems referenced above, we have exam-

ined the effects of amino acid substitution on pressure effects

per se, and on the folding landscape of the model systems in

particular. In addition to the Markley group in Wisconsin,

these projects have been carried out in collaboration with

Roland Winter in Germany, Bertrand Garcia-Moreno and

Doug Barrick at Johns Hopkins, Christian Roumestand in

Montpellier and Kazuyuki Akasaka in Japan. What follows

is a summary of the lessons learned from these studies.

The first published work concerning the pressure-induced

denaturation of Snase, H124L, was carried out in collabor-

ation with the Markley group in Wisconsin. We found that

the protein was reversibly denatured by pressure, with a sub-

stantial volume change, DVu � 85 ml mol21. This led us to

investigate a series of variants with mutations that altered

the conformational equilibria of the protein. We found that

proline to glycine substitutions damped the dynamics of

the protein (as ascertained from time resolved fluorescence

anisotropy of the single tryptophan residue) and also led to

a much smaller DVu value than for the parent H124 L variant

[52]. We proposed that the better packing resulting from

eliminating cis–trans proline isomerization reactions was

responsible for both the damped dynamics and the smaller

volume change, although at the time the basis for the

volume change had not been demonstrated.
7. What is responsible for the volume change of
unfolding of proteins?

Central to the ability to ascertain the factors contributing to

the sign and magnitude of DVu is the accuracy with which

it can be measured. In particular, using the approaches out-

lined above, DVu is calculated as the derivative of the free

energy change of unfolding, DGu, with respect to pressure.

Pressure-induced unfolding profiles from any observable

are fit to a two-state model in which DGu(p) at any pressure

is obtained from the expression relating the equilibrium con-

stant for unfolding, Ku, to the value of the observable
parameter at pressure, O(p) and its values for the fully

folded and fully unfolded states, Of and Ou, respectively.

DGu(p) ¼ DGu(atm)þ pDVu, ð7:1Þ

DGu(p) ¼ �RTlnKuðpÞ ð7:2Þ

and Ku(p) ¼ ½U�½F� ¼
Of –O(p)

O(p)–Ou
: ð7:3Þ

The value for DVu obtained from fits of the observable to

the above equations as a function of pressure will only rep-

resent a good approximation of the true value if the

transition is a two-state transition. Hence, any study to exam-

ine how mutations or changing conditions would modulate

the value of DVu must be supported by evidence that the

unfolding of our model systems conformed to a two-state

transition. One of the best ways to test the two-state hypoth-

esis is to monitor several observables that report on distinct

structural parameters. For example, as noted above,

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Effects of cavity-creating mutations on the volume change of unfold-
ing of the hyerstable Snase variant, DþPHS. (a) Cartoons of the structures of the
Snase D þ PHS background, and the L125A, I92A and V66A variants, as indi-
cated [22]. The cavities in purple and green were calculated using McVol [89]
and a 1.1 A probe as described in [22]. (b) Volume change of folding, DVf,
for the D þ PHS background and 10 variants studied using HP fluorescence.
Results first reported in [22]. Error bars represent uncertainty in the value of
obtained from rigorous confidence limit testing analysis of three curves at
different denaturant concentration for each variant. (Online version in colour.)
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tryptophan fluorescence monitors local tertiary packing,

FTIR and CD report on secondary structural content and

SAXS reveals the degree of collapse of the protein. Results

from a series of pressure-induced unfolding experiments on

WT Snase, comparing fluorescence, FTIR and SAXS profiles

in collaboration with Roland Winter’s group [45,86] sup-

ported the notion that pressure-induced unfolding of WT

Snase adhered reasonably well to a two-state model. This

conclusion was later further supported by results from HP
multi-dimensional NMR [87].

Direct measurement of the volumetric properties of Snase

using pressure and temperature-dependent densitometry,

also in collaboration with the Winter group, provided the

first straightforward evidence for the relative roles of thermal

expansion and isothermal compressibility in defining Snase

stability in the P-T plane [11]. The results were in excellent

agreement with those extracted from fitting of profiles

obtained from SAXS, fluorescence and FTIR, thus corroborat-

ing the two-state assumption. Importantly, they showed

clearly that the intrinsic differences in volume and the differ-

ences in thermal expansion between folded and unfolded

states define the DVu value of Snase, as opposed to negligible

contributions from differences in compressibility. These

results provided the experimental evidence that eventually,

along with values of DVu from PPC measurements, allowed

construction of an experimental volume diagram for Snase

such as that shown in figure 1b,c [13]. This ensemble of results

on WT Snase underscored the validity of the assumption of

two-state unfolding, and the values obtained for the DVu,

laying the groundwork for investigating the relative

importance of cavities and hydration changes.

The first attempt to correlate the contributions of cavities

and DASA with the value of DVu were carried out using two

series of Snase variants. The first set of variants studied were

Snase mutants with either cavity-creating or cavity filling sub-

stitutions at position 66. WT Snase bears a valine at this

position and this residue defines part of the surface of an

internal cavity in Snase (figure 2a). We carried out trypto-

phan-detected pressure-induced unfolding of WT Snase and

the Snase V66G, V66A and V66 L variants [88]. This latter

mutation should act to partially fill the internal cavity present

in WT Snase. Based on coordinates kindly provided by the

Lattman group (Ed Lattman, 1993, unpublished data), the WT

Snase and V66G structures superimposed with an RMSD of

only 0.776 A with only minor readjustments of the side chains

around residue 66. Thus, this mutation was expected to create

a cavity. We found larger absolute values of DVu for all three

mutants. Those for the V66G and V66A mutants were in very

good agreement with predictions, while that of the V66 L

mutant, while expected to be smaller was slightly larger.

Because the crystal structures for all three variants were

not available, the conclusions from this study remained tenta-

tive for many years. Then recently, in collaboration with the

groups of Bertrand Garcia-Moreno and Christian Roumestand,

we measured the volume changes for unfolding of several var-

iants of Snase with alanine substitutions at several different

positions [22]. The crystal structures were determined for all

variants and revealed cavity creation by these mutations

(figure 3a). All of the variants, without exception, showed

larger absolute values for DVu, as expected (figure 3b). One

isoleucine to alanine substitution at position 92, opposite the

V66 position, resulted in a doubling of the volume change.

Further studies with double and triple cavity creating
mutations revealed a roughly linear relationship between the

size of the cavity as assessed from its crystal structure and

the magnitude of DVu [90]. Together, and along with work

from the Gruner group at Cornell on T4 lysozyme cavity con-

taining variants [21], these studies demonstrated that single

amino acid cavity-creating substitutions substantially increase

the value of DVu, and clearly demonstrate that solvent-

excluded voids in the interior of protein structures contribute

significantly to pressure-induced protein unfolding.

The second set of variants we interrogated were the so-

called m-value mutants of David Shortle. They were chosen

because Shortle had proposed that their lower m-values for

denaturant unfolding were due to a smaller DASA upon

unfolding, presumably correlating with residual structure in

the unfolded state [91]. The two variants exhibiting the

largest and smallest m-values were examined, but no signifi-

cant difference in the value of DVu was observed, suggesting

that differential density of hydrating solvent molecules com-

pared to bulk, and the increase in hydration upon unfolding

did not contribute significantly to the value of DVu [92].

However, much later, evidence for deviation from two-state

behaviour for at least some of the m-value variants put into

question the premise for our experiments to characterize the

contribution of DASA to DVu.
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We therefore sought a better model system to test the con-

tribution of DASA to DVu. The unfolding properties of the

Ankyrin repeat domain of the Notch receptor, Nank

(figure 2b) and a series of variants deleted for up to three

repeats from either the N- or the C-terminus had been charac-

terized in depth by the Barrick group [93]. Their unfolding

was cooperative and the energetics additive in terms of

repeat and interfacial stability. In collaboration with the Bar-

rick group, we measured the pressure-induced unfolding of

the WT full-length Nank with seven repeats, as well as that

of Nank 1–6, 1–5, 2–7, 3–7 and 4–7 [23,94]. We found the

value of DVu to be totally uncorrelated with the size of the

protein (figure 4b). Indeed, deletion of one repeat from

either terminus resulted in an increase in the magnitude of

DVu. Rather we found that the determinants for the value

of DVu to be located in the centre of the protein, where the

largest and most hydrophobic cavities are found (figure 4a).

These results reinforced our earlier conclusions, that the

value of DVu has little or no contribution from changes in

density of the solvent molecules interacting with increased

exposed surface area in the unfolded versus the folded state.

Figure 5a shows the correlation coefficients between var-

ious structural properties of a series of globular proteins

and their published DVu values, all measured by high-

pressure fluorescence, all at similar temperatures. This plot

indicates that the value of DVu is strongly correlated with
the packing efficiency or solvent excluded void volume of

the proteins tested (figure 5a). By contrast, there is very

poor correlation of DVu with protein size or denaturant m-

value, indicating poor correlation with the change in ASA

upon unfolding. Thus, solvent density changes upon protein

hydration do not appear to contribute significantly to the

value of DVu. However, the phenomenon of electrostriction,

the density of water around charged residues is higher than

its density in the bulk, is well known. Thus, while the pre-

ponderance of void volume in determining the magnitude

of DVu was reasonably well accepted by the community,

some interrogation remained, since electrostriction of charged

residues would be expected to have a non-negligible and

negative contribution to the value of DVu. For this to be the

case, the charges would have to be either absent or not

hydrated in the folded form of the protein, and present and
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solvated in the unfolded form. Completely buried and non-

solvated charge residues being rather rare in proteins, one

could argue that in the cases studied to date, this effect was

minimal. However, we were rather lucky to have studied for

other reasons, in collaboration with Bertrand Garcia-Moreno,

a series of variants of Snase with mutations of internal hydro-

phobic residues to ionizable ones (lysine, histidine, aspartate

and glutamate) [101,102]. Crystal structures of some of these

residues indicated that the buried groups were not hydrated

[103], and pKa measurements indicated that they were

uncharged as well [73,104]. Although we did not report it at

the time, we found a negative offset of 24 ml mol21 in the cor-

relation between the measured value of DVu and the expected

value based on the volume of the mutated residue (figure 5b).

This correlation plot of the data from the above cited exper-

iments indicates that in cases where buried, non-hydrated

ionizable or charged residues exist within a folded protein

structure, electrostriction of their charges upon unfolding

contributes 224 ml mol21 to DVu.
8. Using pressure and NMR to explore protein
folding landscapes

Beyond their use in defining internal solvent excluded cavities

as the major contributing factor to the volume change of

unfolding of proteins, the three model systems in figure 2

have allowed exploration of the structural and energetic
properties of their folding landscapes and the effects of

amino acid substitutions thereon [22,23,31,87,94,105–107].

The combination of pressure perturbation with multidimen-

sional NMR, as well as SAXS, FTIR, fluorescence and coarse-

grained molecular dynamics simulations, have provided

exquisite structural and energetic details of the conformations

and energetics of intermediates in the folding of these

three proteins.
8.1. The approach
For the model proteins in figure 2a,c, we have used two

dimensional 15N–H heteronuclear single quantum coherence

(HSQC) spectra to assess the degree of native structure as a

function of pressure. Because the stability of some of the var-

iants of these proteins was high, chemical denaturants were

employed to allow for unfolding in the range of the commer-

cial pressure cell (2500 bar). We note that newer cells are now

available that reach 3000 bar. We verified by fluorescence

that denaturant did not modify the DVu value for global

unfolding, but only decreased stability [22,94]. The 15N–1H

HSQC spectrum of a folded protein (in the range of 7–

10 ppm in the proton dimension and 110–130 ppm in the

nitrogen dimension) features a large number of well-

dispersed peaks, corresponding to the amide NH groups

for every amino acid in the protein’s sequence, in addition

to some side-chain NH groups for histidine, tryptophan,

lysine and arginine (e.g. figure 6a). The unfolded state, on
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the other hand, exhibits a collapsed 15N–1H HSQC spectrum

such as that in figure 6b, with all the amide NH peaks concen-

trated in a region between 8–9 (1H) and 120–130 (15N) ppm

and the lysine and arginine side chain NH resonances

between 7–8 (1H) and approximately 115 ppm (15N). The

unfolded state tryptophan peak is visible, near 10 and

130 ppm for 1H and 15N, respectively. These conformations

exist in slow exchange relative to the NMR timescale such

that for a two-state transition, the intensity lost in the native

state peaks as the protein unfolds is recovered directly in

the unfolded state peaks. Unfortunately, because of the low

dispersion, assignment of these unfolded state peaks was

not possible, with the exception of the tryptophan residue

(for both Snase and pp32). We note that while we monitored

the peak volume (rather than the peak intensity), we did not

observe any pressure-dependent broadening of the native

state peaks. They shift with pressure (as they do with temp-

erature or any other physical parameter (salt, pH, etc.)), and

these shifts have been widely used to infer subtle structural

changes in protein folded states by pressure (e.g. [108]).

The complete backbone assignment of a pressure-denatured

state, allowing a systematic comparison of the intensity

decrease of each folded cross-peak and the intensity increase

of the corresponding unfolded cross-peak was later achieved

for the HIV protease.

For both of our model proteins, Snase and pp32 and sev-

eral of their variants, the loss of the native state HSQC peaks

as a function of pressure was monitored. An example show-

ing pressure dependent peak intensity profiles for three

residues of pp32 is shown in figure 6c. In this particular

case, there was a significant spread in the unfolding profiles

monitored at all residues, exemplified by these three, indicat-

ing that unfolding did not conform to a two-state transition.

Note that even while the global unfolding of the protein did

not conform to a two-state transition, locally, the loss of each

individual native state amide HSQC peak as a function of

pressure is by definition two-state. For each molecule in the

ensemble under any condition, each individual amide

senses its native environment, or it does not. Thus, fitting

these residue-specific pressure-induced unfolding profiles to

a two-state model yields local values for DGu and DVu.

These represent the free energy and volume changes between

the native state and the lowest free energy ensemble of struc-

tures in which that particular amide is not in its native

environment. And because these transitions are observed

with pressure perturbation, this means that the volume

differences between the native state and these intermediates

is significant, i.e. they contain significantly less solvent

excluded void volume than the native state.

Using a combination of HP and NMR, we were able to

populate and detect folding intermediates at equilibrium. It

was therefore of interest to generate a structural picture of

the folding pathway. One convenient approach for visualiz-

ing protein structure is to calculate the native state contact

map, which we do using the SMOG server [109]. For

example, the native contact map for pp32 is shown in the

grey pattern above the diagonal in figure 6d. Working on

the Snase cavity variants [22], we created fractional contact

maps at each pressure for each of the variants, based on the

fractional intensity values in the pressure-dependent HSQC

profiles, an approach later slightly modified in the work on

pp32 [105]. These fractional contact maps provide a clear rep-

resentation of the relative degree of native structure in
different regions of the protein at any given pressure. For

example, using the curves in figure 6c, assuming that a con-

tact exists between residue X and residue Y in the native

structure, the fractional probability of that contact at a

given pressure, e.g. 1300 bar, is calculated as the geometric

mean of the fractional intensity of residues X and Y

(figure 6d ). The fractional contact map in figure 6d corre-

sponds that of the linear repeat protein pp32 at 1300 bar

and 303 K. It can be seen in this example that while the N-ter-

minus of pp32 is 50% unfolded under these conditions, the C-

terminal repeat and capping motif remain nearly fully folded,

with a gradient of native structure in between.

While these fractional contact maps provide useful struc-

tural insight, they are not themselves, three dimensional

structures, nor do they yield quantitative relative stabilities

for the different states populated on the folding landscape.

To obtain a more detailed view, the values of the fractional

contacts at any given pressure can be used to constrain struc-

ture-based models (Go-model) [22]. In this approach, over

100 contact lists are created. Each native contact is present

across the ensemble of lists at the fractional level extracted

from the pressure-dependent HSQC profiles. This is achieved

by using a random number generator for values between 0

and 1. For each contact in each list, the contact is accepted

if the random number is lower than its experimental frac-

tional contact value or rejected if it is higher. Then these

contact lists are used to run coarse-grained Ca molecular

dynamics simulations for 100 ns, and configurations from

the last 50 ns are retained. Three hundred lists result in over

30 million configurations which are mapped back to all

atom representations [110], and the RMSD with respect to

the folded structure and the fraction of native contacts, Q,

are calculated for each configuration (figure 7a). Cluster

analysis is carried out for given bins of Q-values, and the

structure from each sub-ensemble showing the lowest

RMSD with respect to the others is identified (e.g. Snase

D þ PHS in figure 7b). From the number of configurations

with a given Q-value, pseudo-free energy profiles are con-

structed (figure 7c,d). Examples are given for Snase D þ
PHS in 1.8 M GuHCl at 293 K and 800 bar (figure 7a,b),

and 0.1, 40, 60 and 800 bar (figure 7c), and for pp32 at 900

bar and 303 K, in the presence of 1.4 M urea (figure 7d ).
8.2. Mapping folding landscapes: Snase
The pseudo-free energy profiles derived from the simulations

constrained by HP NMR data for Snase D þ PHS as a func-

tion of pressure (figure 7a–c) revealed the existence of an

intermediate ensemble in which the C-terminal helix of the

protein was disordered, while the OB fold region remained

intact. These results were consistent with several prior studies

of Snase folding using native-state hydrogen exchange

[111,112] and denaturant-induced unfolding kinetics for WT

Snase [113–115], thus validating our approach. We then

sought to explore how the introduction of internal cavities

would modify the folding landscape of this protein, using

the hyperstable D þ PHS variant to engineer the cavities

[22,87,107]. Here we focus on the comparison between two

of these variants, L125A and I92A. Leucine 125 is found in

the C-terminal helix (figure 3a), the least stable subdomain

of the protein, which is disordered in the folding intermediate

ensembles in figure 7c. Isoleucine 92 is found in the b-barrel

(figure 3a), the most stable region of the protein, exhibiting
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the slowest native state hydrogen exchange [111]. Substi-

tution of these two residues by alanine, thereby creating a

cavity, was shown to result in nearly identical degrees

of destabilization with respect to the D þ PHS variant,

3.8+0.1 and 4.0+0.3 kcal mol21, respectively, for the

L125A and I92A mutations [107]. Chemical shift perturbation

mapping showed significantly larger perturbations for the

L125A variant than for I92A (figure 8) [107], indicating that

the less stable C-terminal subdomain is able to better adjust

its structure in response to the mutation.

We carried out HP unfolding and HP hydrogen exchange

on these two cavity-containing variants, as well as on the D þ
PHS variant [22,87]. In addition to resulting in larger values

of DVf, as expected, the mutations modified the width of the

distribution of DVf and DGf (figure 9a,b) [87], indicating they

had an effect on the degree of deviation from two-state

unfolding. While the widths of the DGf distribution of

values were similar for the D þ PHS variant and L125A

[87], that observed for the I92A variant was much broader.

The widths of the distributions of DGf and DVf values was

narrowest for L125A and broadest for I92A (figure 9a,b), indi-

cating significant heterogeneity in the unfolding of I92A.

Pressure-dependent hydrogen exchange on the variants also

revealed differences in their conformational landscapes.

Exchange from many residues in the D þ PHS variant was

too slow to measure, and hence there are many gaps in the

plots of DVx and DGx (figure 9c) for this variant. None of

the measured values for DGx reached the global stability of

this protein, 12 kcal mol21, indicating that exchange occurred

from local opening transitions, all of which had a DVx value

consistent with solvent exposure of about two-thirds of the
internal void volume, DVx/DVf � 0.66. The L125A variant

showed similar patterns of DGx, although a few residues

exchanged with the same free energy change as the global
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unfolding of this variant. The patterns for DVx were also

similar to D þ PHS, with the exception of additional hetero-

geneity in the N-terminus, indicating another intermediate

disrupted in this region. The values of DVx, except for a

few residues in the N- and C-termini, were less than half
that of the DVf value, indicating that these local unfolding

transitions individually do not expose the majority of solvent

excluded void. Finally, many more residues in the I92A var-

iant exchanged with global unfolding free energy, and both

the DVx and DGx values were highly heterogeneous, as
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were the values for DVf. This behaviour is indicative of mul-

tiple intermediates with distinct structural properties, and a

rather chaotic conformational landscape. For all three var-

iants, the heterogeneity in DGf and DVf values decreased

with increasing denaturant [87]. This was our first hint that

the folding landscapes sampled in pressure denaturation

could be quite different from those observed in urea titra-

tions, and that chemical denaturants had a smoothing effect

on the folding landscape.

Altogether these experiments led us to hypothesize the

free energy and structural landscapes in figure 9d. WT

Snase and D þ PHS Snase both unfold through a single,

well-known intermediate ensemble that is disrupted in its

C-terminal helix. D þ PHS L125A unfolds via the same path-

way, but also exhibits an intermediate with some disorder in

the N-terminus. This is an interesting observation given that

the mutation is in the C-terminus and suggests allosteric

coupling between these two regions. The I92A variant, on

the other hand appears to unfold via multiple and structu-

rally mutually exclusive pathways. These observations serve

to highlight the fact that although natural protein sequences,

to the extent that reported studies can be generalized, appear

to fold via a single well-defined pathway [3], a single amino

acid substitution in the appropriate position can lead to

funnel-like behaviour. (See also the discussion on p-jump

kinetics below.) This suggests that the relative stabilities of

all possible conformations in a protein conformational

ensemble are not wildly different, and that modest (approx.

4 kcal mol21) perturbations to these relative stabilities can

significantly alter the population distribution. This situation

is not surprising, since even global protein stability is not

high. We note that such an observation was possible in the

context of the D þ PHS variant because its global stability

(12 kcal mol21) was high enough for the engineering of

relatively stable cavity containing variants.
8.3. Mapping folding landscapes of a repeat protein
Folding cooperativity, defined here as the degree to which

equilibrium (un)folding corresponds to a two-state transition,

is somewhat simpler to conceptualize and interpret for linear

repeat proteins which lack sequence distance contacts. We

have recently applied our HP NMR approach to investigate

the effects of capping [116] and cavities [117] on the folding

cooperativity of the pp32 leucine-rich repeat protein

(figure 2c). Wild-type pp32 was shown to unfold fairly coop-

eratively under pressure, although intermediates could

be detected (figure 7d ), especially at higher temperature

(figure 10a) [105]. The fractional contact histograms in

figure 10 are colour coded by repeat (as in the inset

in figure 10a). A fully folded protein presents all native con-

tacts at 100%, but as pressure is increased the histogram of

fraction of native contacts shifts to lower values (to the left).

The distribution broadens as well, in part due to experimen-

tal uncertainty and in part due to deviations from two-state

behaviour. The fractional contact histogram for WT pp32

at 293 K and 900 bar in figure 10a is broadened beyond

experimental uncertainty. Moreover, it is slightly asymmetric,

with the yellow and red (N-terminal) contacts shifted to

lower values than the rest, indicating lower stability for the

N-terminal capping motif and the first repeat. The distri-

bution broadens and this shift is accentuated at higher

temperature, implicating also contacts in repeat 2 (green).
Thus, there is an underlying stability gradient in WT pp32,

increasing from the N- to the C-terminus. These results are

consistent with those obtained from fluorescence-detected

urea-induced unfolding kinetics which demonstrated that

the most stable part of the protein, and the first to fold, is

the C-terminal capping motif (C-cap) and the fifth repeat [84].

Capping motifs are known to increase the global stability

of repeat proteins [118–120]. We were interested in the contri-

butions of capping motifs to the features of the folding

landscapes of repeat proteins [116]. In the context of the

pp32 stability N- to C-terminal gradient, destabilizing

mutations in the highly stable C-cap (pp32 Y131F/D146 L,

YFDL) led to more cooperative HP unfolding than observed

for WT pp32 (figure 10b) because destabilization of the

stable C-terminus equalized the local stability across the

protein. By stark contrast, deletion of the N-terminal capping

motif (DN-cap) vastly accentuated the stability gradient

already present in the WT protein, resulting in very strong

deviation from two-state unfolding under pressure

(figure 10c). The protein appears to unfold in almost a bipar-

tite manner, the fourth repeat (purple) acting as a border

between the two N- and C-terminal halves. Correlation of

the positions of the residues in repeat 4 with their apparent

stability suggested that the ‘unfolded’ residues retained

their structure, yet had lost the intensity in their native state

peaks because disruption of the N-terminal region leads to

a different and heterogeneous chemical environment. In

such cases, the native state peak intensity is lost, but no

new peaks appear elsewhere in the spectrum because due

to heterogeneity they are below the detection limit. These

intermediates involving disruption in the N-terminal half

of the protein, yet retaining native structure in the C-cap

and fourth and fifth repeats bear the hallmarks of molten

globule-like structures. Similar observations have been

made for the native sate HSQC peaks in cold denatured ubi-

quitin [121]. Comparison of the pressure-dependent increase

in the intensity of the unfolded state peaks for the methyl

groups of valine, leucine and isoleucine in the 1D proton

spectrum (approx. 0.85 and 0.92 ppm) with the loss of

native state amide HSQC peak intensity indicated that the

intermediates retained considerable core packing. The loss

of the folded state indole NH resonance of tryptophan

155, located in the extreme C-terminus of the protein, corre-

lated exactly with the gain in the unfolded state peak

intensity for that residue, confirming two-state unfolding

in the C-terminus which was not complete by 2500 bar.

Fits of these data yielded a rather small volume change

and indicated complete unfolding would be achieved by

3500 bar. Thus, comparison of all of these NMR observables

indicates that unlike CD-detected urea unfolding of the

pp32 DN-cap variant, pressure-induced unfolding leads to

the population of multiple molten globule intermediates of

varying stability and structural disruption.

8.4. Differences between pressure- and urea-induced
unfolding

The local (repeat averaged) free energy of the observed tran-

sitions for DN-cap under pressure increased from the N- to

the C-terminus (figure 11a, left), but all were less than

half the value obtained from CD-detected urea melts

(4.13 kcal mol21) [85], indicating the ensembles reached in

the pressure experiments were more stable (closer to native
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state stability) than those reached in the urea melt. This

apparent energetic discrepancy prompted us to perform

urea-induced unfolding experiments, monitoring the HSQC

spectra as for HP NMR. We found that the urea-induced

unfolding also deviated strongly from two-state behaviour,

when residue-specific observables were monitored. The

difference between the gradient of free energy obtained by

NMR (figure 11a, right) and the highly cooperative unfolding
by CD indicated that the intermediates retained secondary

structure, yet had lost their native state amide HSQC peaks,

corresponding to moulten-globule-like intermediates. Only

the free energy change observed for residues in the C-term-

inal capping motif was equivalent to that obtained from

analysis of the CD-detected urea unfolding profiles of DN-

cap, consistent with the complete unfolding of the protein

at the highest urea concentrations tested.
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While unfolding of the DN-cap variant of pp32 deviated

from two-state behaviour in both HP and urea-induced

unfolding, the repeat averaged local free energy changes

were all larger in urea than under pressure (compare left

and right in figure 11a). Moreover, comparison of the frac-

tional contact histograms at an average of approximately

75% unfolded reveals structural differences in the intermedi-

ates (figure 11b). Under pressure there is a broad gradient of

contact probability for the fifth repeat and the C-cap, whereas

this spread is much smaller in urea. This persistence of struc-

ture in the C-terminus under pressure indicates very small

and non-uniformly distributed volume changes associated

with disruption of this region which exacerbate the under-

lying stability gradient, leading to persistence of structure.

By contrast, surface area (the basis for urea denaturation) is

equally distributed across the structure.
We also characterized the overall shape of the proteins

(WT pp32, the YFDL mutant destabilized in the C-cap and

DN-cap) by SAXS as a function of pressure and urea.

Owing to their higher stability, the HP SAXS experiments

on WT and YFDL were carried out in the presence of 1.5

and 0.5 M urea, respectively, whereas no urea was used in

the HP SAXS experiments on the DN-cap variant. WT pp32

and YFDL exhibited the same radius of gyration (Rg) at

both the highest pressures and highest urea concentrations

(figure 11c). This Rg value which was consistent with a

random coil structure (see inset in figure 11c, right). The

DN-cap variant exhibited an Rg value at the highest urea con-

centration consistent with a random coil of the length of this

deletion variant. By contrast, because the HP SAXS exper-

iments on DN-cap were carried out in the absence of

denaturant, the protein remains fairly collapsed (see inset in
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figure 11c, left), even at pressures that largely exceed those

used in the NMR experiments (4 kbar compared to

2.5 kbar), and at which the protein is predicted to be comple-

tely unfolded. This residual structure is disrupted by the

addition of 1.5 M urea to the WT protein or 0.5 M urea to

the YFDL variant. We observed similar behaviour in HP

SAXS, fluorescence and FTIR experiments on the Nank

protein, with increasing urea leading to more disrupted

structures at HP [94].
9. Folding kinetics at high pressure
Another aspect of protein folding landscapes that we have

explored over the years is the nature of the transition state

ensemble. Originally, we observed in fluorescence detected

p-jump relaxation experiments on WT Snase that pressure

slowed folding considerably [122]. Data were analysed

assuming exponential relaxation rates, t, as well as classical

relaxation kinetics with an exponential dependence of the

folding and unfolding rate constants, kf and ku, on pressure

according to folding and unfolding activation volumes,

DV‡
f and DV‡

u, as below:

It ¼ Ioe�t=t, ð9:1Þ

kobs ¼ (kf þ ku) ¼ 1

t
, ð9:2Þ

kf(p) ¼ kfoe�pDV=

f
=RT, ð9:3Þ

where kfo (or kuo) are the values of the folding (or unfolding)

rate constants at atmospheric pressure. The relaxation time at

any pressure is the inverse of the observed rate constant, kobs.

We found that as pressure increased the rate of the decrease

in fluorescence intensity of the single tryptophan residue in
WT Snase decreased, the relaxation time increased, such

that by 2500 bar relaxation after a pressure jump took

nearly 20 min (figure 12a). We note that at atmospheric

pressure the unfolding of WT Snase is not a single exponen-

tial. This complex kinetic behaviour is largely due to proline

isomerization [124]. Given the very slow relaxation under

pressure, above 900 bar, the pressure at which the protein

began to unfold, proline isomerization was no longer rate

limiting. The pressure dependence of logarithm of the relax-

ation time detected both by HP fluorescence and HP SAXS

showed that most of the pressure effect occurred below the

pressure midpoint of unfolding (figure 12b), and accordingly,

analysis yielded a large positive activation volume for folding

and a small negative activation volume for unfolding, nearly

indistinguishable from zero. This means that in WT Snase,

most of the solvent excluded void volume is present in the

transition state ensemble (TSE), i.e. volumetrically the TSE

is close to the native state (figure 12c). Similar results have

been reported for tendamistat [97] and the chymotrypsin

inhibitor 2 [96].

We next wondered how robust these TSEs would be to

changes in sequence or conditions. Using several variants of

the hyperstable D þ PHS Snase with ionizable residues

engineered at core positions [103,104] (figure 3a), we carried

out fluorescence-detected p-jump relaxation experiments

[101,102] (figure 13a–c). The volumetric properties of the

transition state were found to depend upon the position of

the mutation (figure 13b). If the ionizable residue was

placed in a region of the protein which is known to not be

ordered at the barrier (L125 K, in the C-terminal helix for

example), then the volumetric properties of the TSE were

identical to those of WT Snase. However, if the ionizable resi-

due was placed in the central core of the protein, known to be
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ordered in the WT transition state, the volumetric properties

of the mutant TSE were quite distinct from those of the WT.

In this case, as in the example of the V23 K variant

(figure 13b), the major effect of pressure was to speed up

unfolding, rather than to slow folding, indicating that the

TSE was volumetrically quite different from that of the WT

protein. In the V23 K variant, relatively little solvent excluded

void volume is present in the TSE (figure 13c). This substi-

tution destabilized the WT TSE to such an extent that

folding proceeded through a different, more open TSE,

which in the WT protein is of higher energy. Thus, the
V23 K mutation reorders the high energy states of the protein,

modifying the structure at the folding barrier. We found a

similar pattern of effects of substitutions on the TSE with

the cavity creating mutations in Snase shown in figure 3a
[64]. Relaxation under pressure was slow enough that we

were able to measure HSQC (or SO-FAST HMQC) spectra

as a function of time after pressure jumps [64]. This allowed

us to monitor time-dependent unfolding at every amide in

the proteins. For some of the variants (D þ PHS, V66A,

L125A and I92A), we found very different relaxation rates

for different residues (figure 13d ), indicating funnel-like
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multiple and structurally mutually exclusive parallel folding

pathways. By contrast, WT Snase conformed fairly well to a

two-state reaction, with very similar kinetics observed for

all residues (see figure S4 in [64]). The quantity VTSE, the

ratio of the activation volume for folding over the equilibrium

volume change, VTSE ¼ DV=

f =DVo
f (figure 13e), was calcu-

lated from the average volumetric values for all residues for

each protein. For WT Snase, the VTSE was near unity, consist-

ent with our earlier fluorescence detected p-jump kinetics

results discussed above, and with the notion of a volumetri-

cally native-like TSE. The V66A and I92A variants had

much lower values of VTSE, indicating more open structures

at the barrier with much less solvent-excluded void

volume. In the case of the I92A variant, the flux through

the different folding routes was modified by increasing the

denaturant concentration. The L125A variant showed values

lower than unity, even though the TSE was shown to be simi-

lar to that of the WT. The difference in VTSE between the two

proteins can be understood in light of the fact that in the

L125A variant, an additional cavity is present in the folded

structure between the core of the protein and the C-terminal

helix. This cavity is not present at the barrier because the

C-terminal helix is not ordered. Hence, the L125A VTSE

value is entirely consistent with a WT-like TSE.

As discussed in the Introduction, temperature signifi-

cantly modulates the volume change of unfolding due to

the difference in expansivity between the folded and
unfolded states. We were interested in the thermal expansion

properties of the TSE. Over 20 years ago, we determined from

fluorescence and FTIR-detected p-jump relaxation kinetics

experiments at multiple temperatures that the expansivity

of the folded state of WT Snase and that of its TSE were

nearly identical [45]. The situation was quite different for

the Ankyrin repeat protein, Nank (figure 2b). The tempera-

ture dependence of the pressure-dependent relaxation times

showed interesting behaviour (figure 14a). At low tempera-

ture, they took on the curved chevron-type form typical for

unfolding by denaturants, indicating that the perturbation

slows folding and speeds up unfolding. However, at higher

temperature, while the slope of the folding arm of the

pressure chevron plot was similar to that at low temperature,

the slope of the unfolding arm changed signs. The tempera-

ture dependence of the activation volumes for folding,

DV=

f , and unfolding, DV=

u , as well as the equilibrium

volume change for folding, DVo
f (figure 14b) revealed that

the decrease in DVo
f was due to the increase in the DV=

u . At

low temperature, the TSE was volumetrically close to yet

lower than that of the folded state, as for Snase. However,

unlike Snase, the expansivity of the Nank TSE, aTSE, was

similar to that of the unfolded, au, rather than folded state,

af, such that as temperature increased the TSE volume

increased more than that of the folded state (figure 14c). At

high temperature, Nank unfolding involved an increase in

volume, as did folding, such that both activation volumes
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were positive in sign. While the molecular determinants of

the expansivity of proteins are largely due to hydration

[15], significant differences in expansivity can result from

mutations, suggesting that the capacity of the structure

itself to expand, thereby increasing internal solvent-excluded

void volume is also an important factor [13,30,31]. We

hypothesize that the TSE of the Nank protein, while very

similar to the folded state, has a higher capacity for expansion

because many of the stabilizing interactions are not locked in

at the barrier, and hence its expansion is similar to that of the

unfolded state. We have found that repeat deletions or cavity-

creating mutations in the Nank protein can also lead to a TSE

volume that is larger than that of the folded state [23].
c.Interface
15:20180244
10. Future directions
The combination of high hydrostatic pressure with state-of-

the-art biophysical techniques allows for in-depth character-

ization of the structural and energetic characteristics of

protein conformational landscapes. Comparison of the

results obtained using pressure perturbation with those

from temperature, pH or chemical denaturation offers

truly comprehensive insight. The physical mechanisms of

each of these different perturbations is distinct, leading to

distinct effects on folding landscapes. Arguably, none of

these perturbation approaches is perfect, because what is

desired, but generally unattainable, is to characterize the

properties of native states and intermediates under native

state conditions. However, the combined information from
all these approaches certainly provides an extensive view

of the relative stabilities of different conformational ensem-

bles available to proteins and how these are modulated by

sequence and conditions.

Beyond satisfying our curiosity as to the degree of com-

plexity of protein folding landscapes and the role of amino

acid sequence in defining their features, what motivates

such in-depth studies? One major motivation is a desire to

better understand protein conformational transitions that are

implicated in function. Hence, moving beyond model systems

to interrogate functional conformational equilibria in proteins

implicated in human health represents one direction for future

studies. Along these lines, protein folding diseases represent

an increasing emotional and economic burden on society.

Better defining the implication of low, lying excited states

and the role of amino acid sequence in modulating their popu-

lation represents another avenue for the application of HP

techniques. Finally, understanding and eventually modulat-

ing any chemical reaction requires detailed structural and

energetic information about all of the states involved. Pre-

cisely because of its lack of structure, the unfolded state has

been difficult to adequately describe. It is possible that the

combined use of multiple perturbations with multiple obser-

vables will help to tease apart the underlying relationships

between the energetics and the structures of proteins.
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